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                                                                         The focus of WWY in June was on Managing Anxiety 

 

                                                                General Themes 

                                                                

Building resilience –  a lack of resilience can have a significant impact  on 

general well being. It is important to think about how we build resilience in 

life generally. Anxiety shows itself in many different way. Work to try and 

build on small successes to help build resilience. 

 

We face challenges every day. What may seem a small achievement for one 

person may actually be a big achievement for someone else. 

 

Anxiety is an automatic biological response – Fright and flight response – 

that we all experience. It is a normal OK response. Normalising this response 

can help take the fear out of the situation. Try to think about the positive 

things about anxiety – it can keep us safe. Try to normalise the language 

around anxiety -- how are your knickers – are they in a twist? 

 

Accepting that everyone has things they find difficult can be helpful. If 

parents experience anxiety however, it isn’t automatic that this will pass on 

to their children. There are many factors that influence how children  

understand and respond to anxiety. 

 

Anxiety can be a bit if a bully that can take over. The way that anxiety bullies 

individuals and families is different for each person.  The focus of what the 

anxiety ends up being is dependent on their personalities as well as the 

environment they have grown up in and events that have taken place. 

Anxiety finds individuals insecurities & weaknesses.  Although the way that 

it interacts with people is different, the  way in which it is managed often 

starts from the same point – understanding why it has developed , thinking 

about  the basic interactions between thoughts, feelings, behaviour and 

body sensations. At the crux of it there is a deep feeling that something isn’t 

OK.  

 

Young people may feel they need to be fixed because they have these 

emotions. It is important to remember that it can be useful for anxiety to 

show up to keep us safe e.g. not stepping into the road when a car is 

coming. Everyone experiences anxiety. It is an important emotion. 

Sometimes it becomes an unhelpful emotion and it gets out of balance. If 

we find anxiety is not helpful, we try to supress it. It can be difficult to know 

when it becomes a problem that needs intervention from organisations 

such as CAMHS. 

 



 

Children  can be labelled ‘naughty’  for the way they respond to not feeling 

safe. No matter how hard it is to be with children at difficult times, it is 

worse for them, they do not want to be feeling the way that they do. 

 

 

TIPP SKILL:  

Changing your body chemistry to  reduce extreme emotion FAST -  this is a 

grounding technique 

Tip the Temperature of your face with cold water to calm down fast 

Holding your breath put your face in a bowl of cold water. 

Hold a cold pack on your eyes and cheeks. 

Hold for 30 seconds, make sure the water is above 10 C. 

Intensely exercise: To calm down your body when it is revved up by emotion 

Engage in intense exercise, if only for a short while. 

 Expend your bodies stored up physical energy; run, walk fast, jump, etc. 

Paced breathing: Pace your breathing by slowing it down 

Breathe deeply into your belly. 

Square breathing 

Slow your pace of inhaling and exhaling down (5-6 breaths per minute). 

Breathe OUT more slowly than you breathe in (5 seconds in, 7 seconds out). 

Paired muscle relaxation: Pair muscle relaxation with breathing out 

While breathing into your belly deeply, tense your muscles (not enough to cause 

cramp). 

Notice the tension in your body. 

While breathing out, say the word RELAX in your mind. 

Let go of the tension. 

 Notice the difference in your body. 

 

                                                          Top Tips 

• CBT can work for some but not others. It doesn’t address the 

emotional behind a panic attack but can help bring the physical 

sensation to a place that enable the young person to engage. 

• CBT techniques can appear too simple to young people. It is 

important to remember that techniques e.g. splashing water on 

your face, will not solve the problem or take it away but will get 

you in a place where you can talk about what is happening and 

what is causing the panic attack. 

• When having a panic a attack you can forget to breathe which 

causes hyperventilation.  Practice techniques like breathing that 

help you calm down and cope with a crisis. 

• There are many unhelpful thinking styles that our young people 

often find themselves using unknowingly (actually we ALL use 

them I am sure we can all relate!) If any of your children struggle 

to think past their anxious thoughts as they believe them to be 

facts this can be helpful to share with them as they can learn that 

many people use these "unhelpful thinking styles" and that 

opens the door to them maybe not being true! 

•  Work with your child to recognise the feelings that occur 5 / 10 

minutes before becoming anxious. Once they start to recognise 

these feelings they can start to understand what is happening 

and start to control them, preventing the panic attacks occurring 

The Resilience Project by Hugh 
Van Cuylenberg and based on the  
principles of  Gratitude, Empathy 
& Mindfulness – GEM. 
It is free on Audible 
 
By Tom Percival Ruby’s Worry A 
Big Bright Feelings Book 
Paperback – Picture Book,12 July 
2018: Amazon.co.uk: Tom 
Percival: Books 
 
 
The Decider Skills for Self Help: 
CBT & DBT skills to increase 
resilience, coping and confidence 
Michelle Ayres & Carol Vivyan 
The Decider Skills for Self Help: 
CBT and DBT skills to increase 
resilience, coping and confidence : 
Carol Vivyan, Michelle Ayres and: 
Amazon.co.uk: Books 
 
The Huge Bags of Worries: 
Virginia Ironside (Ages 2-5yrs) 
 
 the huge bag of worries by virginia 
ironside  Amazon.co.uk 
 
Helping Your Child with Fears and 
Worries: 2nd Edition  Cathy 
Cresswell – Practical step-by etep 
strategies to help your child 
overcome fears, phobias, anxiety 
and worries. 
 
Helping Your Child with Fears and 
Worries 2nd Edition: A self-help 
guide for parents: Amazon.co.uk: 
Cathy Creswell, Lucy Willetts, Prof 
Peter Cooper, Polly Waite: 
9781472138613: Booksyour child 
 
 
Our Favourite Books about 
Emtions and Feelings – Ivys’ 
Library 
 
 
https://ivyslibrary.com/topics/em
otions/ 
 
A book that is helpful for younger 
children -  
What to Do When You Worry Too 
Much: A Kid's Guide to 
Overcoming Anxiety (What-to-Do 
Guides for Kids): Amazon.co.uk: 
Dawn Huebner, Bonnie Matthews: 
8601404200342: Books 
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• Counting with fingers up your child’s arm, pressing at each 

number, could really help. 

• Panic attacks can be terrifying for the whole family.  Learning 

more about your own anxiety and recognising the symptoms can 

make managing it much easier.  

• If you are able to recognise that your child is going to have a 

panic attack it is helpful to take them to a quiet place away from 

others. It is important to be calm around someone who is having 

a panic attack. It is possible to learn gradually what causes the 

anxiety and panic attack but this can take time. 

• People can panic about having a panic attacks and it becomes a 

difficult cycle. As you learn more about your own anxiety and 

what causes a panic attack you can then name it & recognise 

that it is coming. It is helpful to break the cycle of anxiety. 

• Preventing Anxiety can be about finding a balance. Children can 

press down their negative feelings until they spill over.  Many 

things can happen that are ignored but everyone has a limited 

capacity for life’s stressors.  Using the analogy of a Stress Bucket 

can be helpful to explain how children may keep adding lots of 

small things in a bucket until they get to the top and spill over. 

Some children may not want to talk about what is worrying them 

until the bucket spill over. Help your child to recognise things 

that go into their bucket that uses up their energy - some things 

may be things you can control, other things you can’t control. 

Think about what happens when the bucket gets full and 

overflows and what you can do to stop the bucket getting full 

e.g. music, physical activity, fresh air, tensing muscles etc.  Talk 

about what the warning signs are that the bucket is getting full 

and what you can do to stop it over spilling.  

• Everyone can have a bucket and you can share what goes into 

each others buckets. You may not want to share everything but 

can be open about Mum having a bucket that can get too full. If 

Mum’s bucket overspills that can affect their child’s bucket. 

When you spend time together your buckets can affect each 

other. This helps to reassure that everyone can have difficulties 

with managing feeling and emotions. Adults have had more time 

to practise how they manage their buckets. Working together 

can be really helpful. 

• Time out cards can be helpful in school – you can leave a 

situation without causing a fuss. For exams it may be 

possible to sit nearer the door. 

• Using 'rules of regulation' (blue, green, yellow, red zones 

for emotions) can help with providing your child with 

vocabulary about how they feel. 

• Talk to the school about options for pastoral care and 

support. 

• Overthinking about a situation can make it worse. Look for 

resources that your child can use themselves to help work 

through their anxiety rather than having to seek support 

Resources 

 
The Stress Bucket 

 

Emotion Cards 
 

 
 
 
Advice for parents & carers on 
helping your child, your family and 
yourself and self care resources  
 
Oxford Health CAMHS Parents 
and carers | Oxford Health 
CAMHS 
 
 
Skills to help young people explore 
their anxious thoughts and find 
more realistic outcomes.  
 
https://www.getselfhelp.co.uk/me
dia/1y0afgwc/thecourtcase.pdf 
 
 
 
Thought Challenging Worksheet 
https://www.getselfhelp.co.uk/me
dia/djbmtdfj/thoughtrecordsheet.
pdf 
 
https://www.oxpcf.org.uk 
 
 
  
 
        
 
 
 

https://www.oxfordhealth.nhs.uk/camhs/carers/
https://www.oxfordhealth.nhs.uk/camhs/carers/
https://www.oxfordhealth.nhs.uk/camhs/carers/
https://www.getselfhelp.co.uk/media/1y0afgwc/thecourtcase.pdf
https://www.getselfhelp.co.uk/media/1y0afgwc/thecourtcase.pdf
https://www.getselfhelp.co.uk/media/djbmtdfj/thoughtrecordsheet.pdf
https://www.getselfhelp.co.uk/media/djbmtdfj/thoughtrecordsheet.pdf
https://www.getselfhelp.co.uk/media/djbmtdfj/thoughtrecordsheet.pdf
https://www.oxpcf.org.uk/


 

from someone else.  

• Grounding – keeping it in the moment. Flicking a band on 

their wrist or fidget toys can be helpful in grounding you to 

the moment – reminding you that you are in the moment, 

you have a distraction. 

• Ice Dives – can be helpful 

• Work with your child to help take control of the anxiety rather than 

running away from it.  

• Try to lower expectations 

• It can be helpful to work with your child to break down 

particular situations and try and pinpoint what the worry is – 

what is actually going to happen in a situation. If the child 

thinks something is definitely going to happen it may be 

possible to work through the situation to identify that what 

they think is fact will not actually happen. 

• Use a body map to help explain what happens when you 

become anxious. Keep it simple but using something 

pictorial may help. This can also be useful when trying to 

explain to siblings what is happening. 

• Try to talk freely about what makes you anxious. 

• You need to practice strategies away from panic moments – you 

cant rely them out in the middle of a panic attack. 

• Gradual Exposure  - refamiliarize with what scares your child. Use 

small steps to learn how to cope with that anxiety e.g. just 

stepping outside the door can be a big step. 

 

Anxiety around School 

• Anxiety in school can be about busy environments. Try to find out 

what is causing the anxiety, is it about too many people being around 

or  is it a social anxiety rather than a general anxiety?  Try to explore 

what they don’t like about school. Talk about what is different about 

school or home 

• Tell the school that they are having difficulty with anxiety. Work with 

the school to identify if there is a place they can go in school when 

feeling anxious or someone they can go to talk to. 

• Schools are very structured places which can make it difficult to 

support someone who is feeling anxious. The child then wishes 

to leave the environment which can be a safeguarding issue. 

• Refusing to go to school can be a key difficulty. It can be difficult to 

go back to a place that you have previously felt is unsafe. If you know 

something has a negative outcome you wont go back to it. You can 

tell your child it is going to be OK but if they don’t feel it is going to 

be OK that causes difficulties. How do you create the positive 

experience? Try to find out exactly what your child finds difficult or 

unsafe about being in school and work with the school to try and 

make some changes to the environment that could make it feel safe. 

 

Find helpful techniques on 
the NoPanic website - 
https://nopanic.org.uk 

 

They also have advice 
including breathing 
techniques, mindfulness 
and a helpline for young 
people 0330 606 1174 open 
3-6pm Mon Friday and 6-
8pm Thursday and 
Saturday 

 

https://www.getselfhelp.co.
uk/self-help/ 

 

NHS Inform-  Identifying, 
treating and Manging 
Mental Health problems 
and disorders. 

Mental health | NHS inform 
 
 
 
Unhelpful thinking Styles. 
 
https://www.therapyresources.org
/content/Unhelpful_Thinking_Sty
les.pdf 
 
 
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://nopanic.org.uk/
https://www.getselfhelp.co.uk/self-help/
https://www.getselfhelp.co.uk/self-help/
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https://www.therapyresources.org/content/Unhelpful_Thinking_Styles.pdf


 

Moving schools can be an option but what causes the anxiety about 

one school may remain the same at a different schools. 

• Removing a child from particular subjects to help manage the anxiety 

may not be an option the schools would generally consider. Graded 

exposure to what is causing the anxiety can be helpful but may need 

help from teachers and  / or professionals to work through it. Teachers 

are not trained in managing mental health and may not understand 

what is needed. Work with your therapist / CAMHS worker to try and 

explore different options with the school. 

 

Encouraging young people to take responsibility for their own self 

help. 

• Young people may feel insulted by therapy approaches e.g. 

CBT.  Given time and space young people may use some of 

those techniques in their own way and adopted some 

strategies unknowingly. Teenagers may kick back but it isn’t 

a waste of time.  

• CBT doesn’t work for everyone. You have to be ready to take 

on treatment. It doesn’t work if they don’t want to work with 

it. Outcomes for people can be very different . You need to 

find the right treatment for the person. 

• No-body is a lost cause. There will always be an alternative.  

• Finding the right time to engage with the approach is 

important.   

• Change is a cycle – people opt on and of. Things may work 

at the particular time – that doesn’t mean that it wouldn’t 

work it you try it at a different time in different 

circumstance. CBT is a doing therapy – you need a 

willingness to try. 

• Some teenagers may like to have the ‘label’ of anxiety / 

depression. It can become part of their identity and this can 

be a barrier to their recovery when they don’t know ‘who 

they are’ without those difficulties. 

 

 

Supporting Siblings 

 

• Let siblings ask questions. Find out what they already know 

and understand. Children can sometimes fill in the gaps 

themselves and we don’t always know what they think is 

happening. It may not be appropriate to tell the sibling 

exactly what is happening but you can tell them what is not 

happening, providing reassurance. 

• It can be difficult to support siblings during an anxiety 

attack. If anxiety is more common or you can predict when 

 

 

 

Sources of Help and 
Support 

 

The Abingdon Bridge 

Providing support for young 
people aged 13 – 25 through 
counselling, 1:1 wellbeing  
support, Healthy Lifestyles 
Programme and Group Work. 

https://www.theabingdonbrid
ge.org.uk 

 
 

Mental Health Support Team 

Providing  early intervention of 

emerging mental health concerns 

and issues   

Referral Form 

https://secureforms.oxfordhe

alth.nhs.uk/mhst/ 

 

Oxfordshire CAMHS 

Email: OxonCAMHSSPA@ 

oxfordhealth.nhs.uk 

Tel no: 01865 902515 

 
 
 
 Oxfordshire Parent Carer Forum 
 
https://www.oxpcf.org.uk 
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anxiety is going to arise, make a plan with siblings so they 

know where people will be and what they will be doing. 

When your brother / sister is doing this….. you can do  this 

e.g. watch the TV, go into a different room. Help explain 

this isn’t because there is a big problem but if someone is  

upset it isn’t nice to have other people looking at you. This 

can help to minimise the impact of the anxiety, it is 

expected, they know what will be happening  and they can 

be coped with. 

• Older siblings may do their own research to help 

understand anxieties and what they can do to help. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


